With over 20 Years of Restaurant Experience that includes Culinary, Front of House, Ownership
and Executive roles. We know what it takes to move you forward. We provide a service that all
companies need not matter what the size it is but is often overlooked. Small and medium size
restaurants, rather being a startup or in multiple generations of ownership have worked hard
to become who they are. They have a concept that they believe in and the blood and sweat of
the owners. This is what the owners do, they had a dream and chased it. There is another side
that is also especially important, the busines side. Can nonbusiness experienced and educated
owners get through the business side? Yes, but we all have to be honest it is never done
efficiently, to the fullest and cost focused.
I know this, that is why after opening my first successful restaurant I sold it and took a break
to go back to school and get more experience. I wanted to learn how the big boys do it, what
all the executives know and why they think the way they do. We provide that part to your
business. Working side by side with the owners that do what they do well and us doing what
we do well, we will move your company further ahead, show you how to think like an
executive, find your holes and fill them. In the end we will increase the top line, control the
middle, add to the bottom line and help create seamless operations.

We want you to do what you do well, run your
company and achieve your dreams. Then let us
take care of the business side, this will allow you to
be part of your company, be with the guests, staff
and run your stores, not let the company run you.
Bottom line is we will make it easier for you, help
you get more control and direction, take your
vision and help move it forward effectively and
efficiently, put more money in your pocket and
time in your life.

OUR MISSION
TO CREATE PARTNERSHIPS
THAT UTILIZE STRATEGIC
THINKING FOR THE
PURPOSE OF CONTINUING
OUR CLIENTS SUCCESS

How does this work?
For a fixed rate we give you a fixed number of hours a month
We tackle tasks on a month by month basis
Provide Owners a sound board to express ideas to. Then we provide you with logical
nonbiased responses
Provide managerial training and seminars
Address problems in strategic ways
Examine the operations and budgets to find opportunities
Help create budgets, contracts, training, and operation manuals
Provide Continued Support

